Danielcode Services for 2013- Fees fixed for H1 2013
I know that 2012 was a tough year for many, particularly those caught up in the PFG debacle. For others,
costs of trading are always an issue as the “wealth effect” created by serial central bank easing and a
range of QEs across most of the world, seem to benefit a few big banks and corporations exclusively.
Certainly not you or me!! With this in mind we are releasing a range of new and simplified programs
which will allow you to trade the Danielcode way with much lower costs. We have products that cover all
aspiring and experienced traders from newbies who wish to learn how to trade correctly and safely, all the
way up to the most sophisticated traders. You can start with the simpler and cheaper plans and go up the
scale when you are ready.
For those at the other end of the spectrum we are releasing a number of new products that have not been
available other than at Tutorials and I know you are going to love those. Our
new schedule of fees is here also.
All of these products are available on free trials for you to evaluate and
consider.
These products are work intensive for us and there are few folks on the planet
who have the requisite skills to create these new charts and signals, so please
note they will be rolled out progressively through January. All of these
products have been used and tested extensively by me and by DC Members. I trust that you will find them
the most wide sweeping and complete set of trading tools ever offered.
1. Long Term Trend Charts: Many of you have used and enjoyed these charts and trend
determinants for the past few years. Some have been quite extraordinary like our February 2011
LTTC forecasting the 2012 high in the S&P accurate to about 1 point and exact to the date, being
the 6 day period ending 09/20/2012. These charts kept you on the right side of major markets all
year and the call for a significant high in September, which turned out to be the high of the year
was indeed rare knowledge. I have committed to publishing the LTTC charts and commentary at
least twice a month and on occasions that merit it, more often. These charts will remain FREE for
you to access, but I am going to ask you to register for a Danielcode account if you wish to keep
accessing these publications. Registration at the Danielcode website is FREE and only requires a
registered username and password.
2. Chart Archive: Our Chart Archive contains literally thousands of past DC Members charts both
daily and weekly that I have published for members over the years. They are the very best way of
satisfying yourself that “All Markets Turn at the Danielcode Numbers”, the basis of all the trade
signals and protocols that have flowed for DC Members. If you are new to trading, these charts are
a real treasure trove and a more than interesting slice of market history.
3. DC Members Daily and Weekly Charts: These charts are published for Members on the
weekend and updated on Wednesday night. The proprietary Danielcode ratios that create these
charts show the only true support and resistance that you will ever see. For Members to know

these secret numbers that are unknown to others gives DC Members a huge advantage. They are
quite amazing and lay the basis for all else that follows.
4. Options and Channel Charts: These are a new product that has not been available before. They
are based on our proprietary 6 day charts and the Danielcode Trading Channels. You can review
how these work in the eponymous webinar video posted under the Videos tab. The trades that
these charts create can run for many months, and are ideal for those who want to swing trade or
use options. I am not an expert on Options, but I am an expert on market direction and turns, the
real basis of successful swing or Option trading. We have expert brokers available to discuss the
detail of Options choices with you.
5. T.03 Daily Trade Signals: These have been our base product for many years as we alert you to
trades that are setting up in 14 Futures markets and 16 Forex markets. These trades are optimized
for a defensive strategy and not for maximum profitability so they are an ideal tool for beginners
and for those who want more, I will show you when and how to hold these trades for greater
profits. Historically these trades have an 86% win rate.
6. T.03 PLUS Signals and the DC Trade Program: The PLUS signals are additional trade
suggestions that allow you to hold trades longer and for more profit. The DC Trade Program is
itself a marvel as it displays the exact entry points for each trade, the 1st target for the T.03
component and the place for the initial stop loss. Additionally it creates the risk on entry for each
trade and allows you to calculate the number of contracts you wish to take in each or any market
to match your risk management plan. It obviates all of those tedious calculations of ticks, tick
value and total risk. It is a godsend. The T.03+PLUS signals have generated 79% return on a
maximum 2% risk from March 2011 to October 2012. You can see every trade generated in that
period, and the results under the GENIE banner on the front (News) page at this website when you
scroll down. The Trade Program also carries forward unelected trades for the appropriate period.
Few pro traders or Hedge Funds have managed to emulate these results which have returned
55.73% on an annualized basis over this 17 month period. And certainly none have to my
knowledge approached these results for the modest fee that we request!!
7. Members Forum: This where subscribers to the Website Membership PRO category meet to see
the latest news and comments on markets from our senior and not so senior members, many of
whom have done several DC Tutorials and are well versed in the arts and nuances of trading the
Danielcode programs. Others use it to keep in touch with trading friends. The occasional comment
on DC time cycles and the 4/5th Degree will usually pay the annual cost of your DC subs with one
trade, and often a great deal more.
Current DC Members who are subscribed to the PLUS signals will be upgraded to PRO
Membership automatically at your existing fee, so no action is required by you other than to
advise Terry of which new products you would like to trial. Other existing members will retain
their present access without the need for any action.
8. DC Studies and Tools in Trade Navigator: These are a number of proprietary tools such as
special stochastics, our proprietary momentum measure, DC Time Cycles and the Retracement
tool that creates the DC numbers on your charts. These tools are available to all PRO members

and come in a Library from Trade Navigator. If you have that chart package and are subscribed to
the DC PRO membership package, Terry at Support can have it switched on for you.
9. GENIE PRO: This is a totally new product that uses an old name. It creates Trade Signals in all
of the Futures and Forex markets that we cover. These signals typically run from 1-7 days. It
comes with the DC Trade Program package that creates precise entries, stops and suggests the
number of contracts within your risk management plan. If you have the Trade Navigator charting
package it will run as an Auto Trade program that places your orders and stops automatically;
moves the stops in accordance with DC protocols as the trade progresses and exits at the
appropriate time. The DC Auto Trade program creates your P&L and trading journal on a real
time basis. If you do not wish to use our Auto Trade function which runs exclusively on Trade
Navigator. you can pluck the signals from the Trade Program and trade them manually or in any
other program that you like. This program is available in Futures or in Forex and there is a
discount for those who wish to trade both groups.
10. GMAJ PRO+3: This is our premier trading product encompassing the GMAJ PRO+3 Step
Danielcode signals which previously has only been taught at selected DC Tutorials. We sincerely
believe that executed properly, this is one of the best trading programs available, period. For the
2010 and 2011 years, the Futures component has averaged considerably better than 12% per
month. In that period there was one large monthly drawdown and two other months that made
marginal profits that were likely insufficient to cover costs. The remaining 21 months were
extremely profitable. Forex runs at about 8% average due to the lower leverage in the Forex pairs.
We have a huge number of testimonials for this amazing trade program, but it is really for you to
evaluate if it suits your trading style. GMAJ PRO requires a reasonably large account due to the
number of signals it generates and the fact that it covers all of the Futures and/or Forex markets
that I cover. A $50K account will allow you to take most of the futures signals, but a larger
account is preferable. Forex requires much less capital. This program is scaleable through the DC
Trade Program which like the GENIE program, suggests optimum contract sizes. If you have the
Trade Navigator charting package it will run as an Auto Trade program that places your orders and
stops automatically; moves the stops in accordance with DC protocols as the trade progresses and
exits at the appropriate time. Scroll down the News page to see the Auto Trade Video and get a
feel for how these programs run. The DC Auto Trade program creates your P&L and trading
journal on a real time basis. If you do not wish to use our Auto Trade function which runs
exclusively on Trade Navigator. you can pluck the signals from the Trade Program and trade them
manually or in any other program that you like. This program is available in Futures or in Forex
and there is a discount for those who wish to trade both groups.
You will find the large number of trades and the differing exit strategies that this program and
GENIE PRO create make keeping track of everything quite complex, at
least for me, so I strongly suggest that you choose the Auto Trade option
which manages your trading quite marvelously. For those who have
attended a Danielcode Tutorial and who are current DC Members at
01/01/13, I am happy to offer you the GMAJ program at a 50% discount. Seeing the correct trade
signals issued every day will get you up to speed on this program and it will be of great help to
those who are not certain whether their entries are correct.

11. Danielcode Forecasting-The 4th Seal: This is another new product that combines our proprietary
4th and 5th Degree studies with the DC “Time” cycles to forecast intermediate and major turning
points in markets. Previously this material too has only been available at selected DC Tutorials.
Now, for the first time, we will take selected markets and show you the results of this unique
analysis. My call for the 2012 high in S&P Index ($SPX) was made many months in advance
using these tools and named 1476.07 as the target to be reached in the 6 day period ending
9/19/2012. Check it out. There were no less than 5 separate 4th and 5th Degree marks precisely at
this point in time and in price. This program is unique and proprietary and amazing. To my
knowledge this degree of forecasting accuracy has never before been achieved. It is a vital tool for
you.

In the next fortnight I will do short webinars on each of these product groups to give you more
information about each of them. They will be posted under our Videos tab and I will email you as they are
posted, and also post a banner on the Home page.
Please contact Terry at Support@thedanielcode.com and let him know which services you would like to
trial so he can enable your access as we roll them out progressively during January.
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